Camping Kerisole in Scaër (Brittany)
A friendly, quiet campsite with spacious pitches
where everyone is welcome. The campsite is
located in a large park of 15 ha and on the river
l'Isole, where trout and salmon are fished. An
ideal place for leisure activities. There are 3
mobile homes for 4 people, 6 mobile homes for
2-4 people, 3 furnished storm-proof tents (ideal
for groups who want to participate in sports,
painting, fishing, etc.) and a caravan suitable for
people with disabilities. Authentic farm house
(for max. 10 people) available. Picnic area for 24
people with 2 bbq's, Oklahoma Joe and 2
professional smoking ovens next to a tent with
communal kitchen. Party tent with food truck and
dining room for 40 people. Games for children,
play equipment for the camping.Wifi access
point available. The peace and conviviality of
Scaër (sports and playful community) and yet
within half an hour by the sea, in the forest of
Coatloc'h and the Monagnes Noires. In the very
vicinity of the campsite: an indoor swimming
pool,a football field, basketball court, a sports
hall, tennis courts, a covered boulodrome and
outlined walking and cycling routes. The voie
vert nr 7 (former steam train route of Roscoff to
Concarneau) runs next to the campsite and
through to the coast. The route is car-free and
very suitable as a cycling, walking and jogging
route. The campsite, toilets and showers are
easily accessible for disabled people. From the
campsite, a 5 km long trail (entirely on site) is
available for walking, running, mountain biking
or pony riding. The managers speak Dutch,
German, English and French. Price indication: 2
adults, car, tent or caravan, electricity € 21 per
night. You do not have to pay for your dog or cat.
Open from 1 April to 31 October and by
appointment.

Camping Kerisole
Rue Louis Pasteur
29390 Scaër

06 46717640

info@camping-kersisole.fr
www.camping-kerisole.fr
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